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MAN'

A Trilogy/photos, text and poetry
Shattering preconceptions of what philosophy should be, this three-part philosophical
work uses images as well as words to analyze
the human condition. Together, Walter
Kaufmann's intense photographs and incisive text make an incomparable book for
meditation and reflection-a book to return
to again and again.

byWalter K~ufmann

TIME IS AN ARTIST
Time is the most critical element of man' s lot.
Kaufmann develops his philosophy of time
by contemplating time's effects on nature and
art. Seventy-two color photographs show
time's artistry in nature and time's work in
art.

1978 96 pp. $7.50 paper
ClothbOund edition: 1978 350 pp. $60.00
0.{)7.{)33317-3 78-9074
.
0.{)7.{)33314-9 78-9101
The 3 separate volumes are available as follows: WHAT IS MAN?

LIFE AT THE LIMITS
Kaufmann takes as a starting point a topic
most philosophers have avoided-life in extremis. He explores ways in which poverty and
suffering open our eyes and help us change
our lot. Eighty pages of color photographs
reveal the variety-and unsuspected beautyof life at the limits.
1978 160 pp. $10.00 paper
0.{)7.{)33315-7 78-9506

Self-knowledge is the aim of all philosophy.
In this final volume, Kaufmann examines
ideas of man from Socrates to Sartre, and
contrasts these concepts with nearly 200 .
utterly human photographs of men , women,
and children from all over the world .
1978 194 pp. $10.00 paper
0.{)7.{)33316-5 78-9100

Is it
·worth
buying?
That's what you need to knowow, more than ever-about any
rint or nonprint item you are conidering for acquisition. You need
stworthy advice, and that's exctly what you get from Booklist.
1the books, films, filmstrips, recrdings, multimedia kits, and video
ou see reviewed in Booklist are
commended for purchase.* Our
of professional editors and reiewers-with help from outside
ubject and materials specialistsonsiders thousands of items to
rUig you the best investments for
our library or media center. We
~amined more than 18,000 books
t volume year and recommended
,000, and also recommended more
an 1,700 nonprint items-.
That's why a subscription to
ooklist could be one of your best
uys. We'd like to send you a samle copy so you can see for yourself.
ecause-if it's been a while since
u last saw Booklist you '11 notice a
*The exception to this rule is in Reference
Subscription Books Reviews which car.es both positive and negative reviews.
ese appear in every issue-the most subtantial of their kind to be found anywhere
n a regular basis. There are many librarians
ho consider·this feature alone to be worth
e subscription price.

lot that's new about it.
We now review
in advance from
galleys, so reviews are much
more current than
ever before.
We have special
features in
alternate issues:
First of the Month • Cookbooks
• Plants and Gardening • Original
Paperbacks • Series and Editions •
Video
Fifteenth of the Month • Easy
Reading Children's Books • Hi-Low
Reading for Young Adults • Arts
and Crafts • U.S. Government Publications • Multimedia Kits • Recordings • Paperback Reprints

And Periodically • Adult Basic
Education • Popular Reading for
Children • Professional Reading •
Vocational-Technical Materials •
Sports Reading for Children • Alternative Press Scene • Non-English
Language Bibliographies
And only Booklist provides both
Dewey Decimal Classification and
Library of Congress subject head·
ings with each review.
So, be our guest. Order a sample
copy of Booklist free of charge or
obligation. But we must giv~ you
fair warning. Booklist can be habitforming. Most of the more than
38,000 librarians and media center
specialists who subscribe have been
doing so for years. There is no doubt
in their minds about Booklist.

bookl ist -it's well worth buying.
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Chicago, IL 60611
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(23 issues.)
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Now Available
An invaluable resource for the study of
the history of women and the
woman's rights movement

A microfiche edition of
The Papers of Isabella Beecher Hooker
and Additional Suffrage-Related
Correspondence
This program makes available the papers of one of the most
prominent and active suffragists involved in the woman's rights
movement in the U.S. Included. are Mrs. Hooker's correspondence,
her diaries, and manuscripts of her writings on Woman Suffrage,
as well as the selected suffrage-related correspondence of some 100
individuals, among whom are Stanton, Anthony, Olympia Brown,
and Matilda J. Gage. The project, which was funded by the
NHPRC, also contains manuscript material relating to the water
cure movement, Hartford's Nook Farm community, the BeecherTilton scandal and spiritualism. Over 1700 items, most of them
from the Stowe-Day Foundation, have been filmed. A Guide/Index
published by the Foundation provides access to the microfiches, a
biographical essay which appraises Mrs. Hooker's involvement in
the Suffrage Movement, and a brief identification of all correspondents.

Hooker, Isabella Beecher.
The Isabella Beecher Hooker Project: A Microfiche Edition
of Her Papers and Suffrage-Related Correspondence Owned
by the Stowe-Day Foundation.
Edited and with an Introductory Essay by Anne Throne Margolis.
Assisted by Margaret Granville Mair. Hartford, Conn.: The StoweDay Foundation, 1979.
145 microfiches and clothbound Guide/Index

$250.00

Please address orders and inquiries to:

KTO MICROFORM
A U.S. Division of Kraus-Thomson Organization Ltd.
Route 100, Millwood, New York 10546 (914) 762-2200

